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Bookstore Profit Feeds University Coffers
by Bart Berger
If you are new at Pacific you
may have noticed our illustrious
Book Store. In fact, you may
even have been trapped into it,
waited in line, waited in line,
waited in line, and eventually
bought your books and walked
out of it. Oh, well, we've all done
it, we've all bitched about it,
and we've all been victimized.
The UOP Bookstore is an
Interesting phenomenon. At
most state schools, and even at
private universities in large
communities like Stockton, the
student has a choice, sometimes
limited but nevertheless a
choice, of places where he can
go to get books for his classes.
Stockton does have some book
stores to which the student may
go to attempt to see private
enterprise and the spirit of
capitalistic competition in
practice, in addition to trying to
get books at a lower price than
he could get on campus. In fact,
there are eight of them. But
unless he wants John Birch
literature, bibles and prayer
books, or some of Stockton's
finest pornography, he may not
need their services.
Thus we have on our campus a
store unique to the area and one
that can price its merchandise
accordingly. What did you pay
for books this semester?
The problems presented by
the bookstore as it stands now,
and as it has stood, are these:
1. Unfortunately high prices
for new books.
2. Unfairly low prices for used
books.
3. Long lines during rush
periods.
4. Insufficient stock of books
not required reading.
5. Inconvenient charge pro
cedures.
The first of these is the
original concern of the student.
It is this which hits him hardest
and hurts the most. (For those
fortunate enough to be getting
their education through their
parents' desire to find a ninemonth baby-sitter, read no
further. You aren't picking up
the tab.) The mark-ups on books
are subject to various rumors,
and no one seems "quite sure"
ot what you are paying above
the cost to the bookstore.
Edward J. Pottichen, the
manager and great guru of our
monopolistic supermarket says
he thinks "it's around twenty
percent". With a little help from
a slide rule, 30, 35, and 40
percent mark-ups are generally
the rule. Bookstores such as the
ones in the Bay Area and the
UCLA student store there,
charge around only 15 to 18
percent over their cost.
(Freshmen should beware of
administrative
credibility
gaps.)
The second hits the student
just as hard, but only the effect

is later. At the end of the
semester, a dark figure
emerges from the banks of the
mighty Calaveras, and steals
your books. He gives you a little
for them, really, but if you think
that that ten dollar, four month
old, mint condition book of your
is going to pull $2.50 from this
guy, you're new here. The
bookstore then buys the books
from him and marks them back
up. If you need the books when
you come back next semester,
prepare yourself for a fun
financial surprise.
The third is merely an
inconvenience and yet can be a
pain in the ass. When semester
begins, get your support
stockings on, 'cause it's going to
be a long wait. Things have
improved. Pottichen now rents
two cash registers during peak
buying periods to handle the
people, and has four lines
instead of two. The store closes
later during this time, and thus
some of the problems in this
area have been relieved. But
what happens when you get a
chick on the register who has
never seen the thing before? All
is lost, and the lines get longer.
The last is really a problem
for those of us who use the
bookstore for other things than
buying Tiger underwear and
other UOP embroidered finery,
like ashtrays, stuffed
animals, and bubble bath. Could
not the space be better utilized?
Have you maybe ever thought
some of the things the book
store sells are a waste of valu
able floor space where books
(remember the name of the
store?) could be put?
All in all, we have an
unpleasant situation. But the
bookstore is a necessity to a
university. Operating the
bookstore should not be a means
to pay for our football team's
Hawaiian luau. But neither
should it prostitute itself for the
sake of the students. We still do
not have a situation in which the
UOP bookstore is serving the
best interests of the students.
The beginnings to solutions
are in the minds of many
(perhaps not the right ones,
however). Pottichen and I
talked about having a book
buying at the end of the
semester and the beginning of
the next, to facilitate both the
leaving students and and those
returning. With the book list
available at the beginning of the
semester, the student who was
prudent enough to wait to see if
the book he wishes to sell is to
be used the next semester, will
get more money for his books
than the person who needs
money at semester's end for
whatever reason, and wishes not
to wait. Also a student exchange
bookstore is in the making.
(Don't hold your breath).
Student owned and operated, it

RICE'S AVENUE DRUG
OPEN 24 HOURS

FREE DELIVERY

7 A.M. TO 2 A.M.

(Small Charge on Orders Under $2.50)

2210 Pacific Ave.

Phone: 466-3433

would sell books for a student at
whatever price he thought fair.
This could be run on a 10<f
mark-up basis, enough tocover
operating expenses.
This would not harm the
bookstore's business so much as
it would help the students who
are willing to find alternative
solutions to the phantom book
worm shop.
Last year an attempt was
made at starting a Student
Exchange Bookstore. Dr.
Winterburg, the Financial Vice
President said there would
have to be $10,000 capital put up
to start one. Since Dr.
Winterburg is Pottichan's
brother in law, it makes one
wonder if someone's interests
are being looked out for.
Last, the bookstore's
proceedure, when books are
chargedtoa^erson^accounLjs

Free Make-Up Classes for college girls by our
VIVIAN WOODWARD COSMETICS
(owned by General Foods Corp)
Consultant Jo Ann Marsav—Learn while you are young
the proper care for your skin & eyes
Monday, October 5 & 12,

7 to 9 p.m.

Please Call 464-9341
for reservations

THE GOLDEN KEY
140 West Alder St.

Enter by way of the Orsi Parking Lot between Abbey
Carpet and the Brown House — 1700 Pacific Ave.

that they keep the register
receipt and thus the customer
has no itemized record of what
he has bought. This makes it
very difficult for a teacher to
prove to our not to popular IRS
those things which he has bought
and written off his income tax.

But you don't care, and that's
really sad. This school is
running an operation which is
not serving your best interests
and is getting home free. Would
you care if you paid for your
books?
Think about it.

PERSHING APIS. OFFER COMMUNAL LIVING
by Janelle Gregg
Purchase of the University
Townhouse last year has greatly
alleviated the housing shortage
which Pacific has faced in
recent years. The addition of
this 72 unit apartment complex
to on-campus housing has
eliminated use of lounge
facilities as dormitory rooms.
Along with a liberalized housing
policy, the addition of the
Townhouse has made it easier
for students to choose the type
of living situation they prefer.
Entering its first year wholly
populated by UOP students, the
University Townhouse has
present problems and future
potentials which are of interest
to residents as well as" the
university housing department.
Residents of the Townhouse are
enjoying the benefits of
apartment living at dormitory
costs. They are also putting up
with transitional problems as
the Townhouse undergoes
changes to accomodate student
life and needs.
Physical Problems
The physical facilities at the
Townhouse have created the
primary problems. When the
university
purchased
the
buildings "it inherited less than
an ideal physical plant,"
according to Head Resident Jim
Shebl. For example, last
summer Jim relates that he
literally held the swimming pool
pumps together with bobby pins
and bailing wire; this pump
system was replaced at great
expense. The university has
also undertaken the project of
gradually replacing worn drapes
and carpets, at a cost of over
$100 for just drapes in each
apartment.
The long term nature of these
projects, the great number of
things that need to be done, the
poor quality of facilities at the
time of purchase, and the
expense involved have all
contributed to the maintenance
and physical problems facing
the Townhouse community. In
addition, when the facility was
taken over by UOP, tenants

present at the time were
allowed to remain until their
leases ran out; another factor
which slowed up improvements.
According to Shebl, at the
present rent rate the university
is just breaking even on paying
back the federal loan it procured
to buy the Townhouse.
Poll Taken
In order to gauge the attitudes
of the residents concerning the
quality of Townhouse life, and to
inventory maintenance
problems, the Pacifican
conducted a poll of Townhouse
residents. In a return of 70% of
the residents, the majority of
the students who replied are
well satisfied with the privacy
and quiet of Townhouse life.
Most of the students are
satisfied with the location and
rental system of the Townhouse
(semester or monthly, paid
utilities). The benefits of
apartment life in a university
community situation seem to be
the main attraction of
University Townhouse.
The physical facilities present
a number of problems. The
residents generally found the
three swimming pools, the air
conditioning
and
kitchen
facilities adequate. More
specifically,
individuals
expressed dissatisfaction with
the condition of living, dining
and bedroom furnishings.
A pressing problem is that many
students are still waiting for
desks, chairs, and dressers. The
number one gripe concerned the
inadequate parking facilities
and the need for a lighted
walkway to the campus; two
problems which have been on
the drawing board since last
spring and are finally receiving
attention.
Communal Living
Head residents Jim and Tricia
Shebl handle any personal
problems among the 207
Townhouse residents. Jim, a
member of the English
department,
feels
that
"Communal living is a good
experience for students, a step
beyond the dorm but not

completely on your own."
Dealing mainly with roommate
hassles, Jim stresses that
"Communal living demands
respect for your neighbors;
when you start bothering other
people, you have to account for
yourself."
Neither Jim or Tricia have
enountered any big problems
with Townhouse residents,
rather they have found the
major grievances to be with
maintenance. Since work orders
from April have not been
completed, Jim sees a need for
a special maintenance crew just
for housing. "Maintenance
doesn't consider us part of the
campus," he says, "University
Townhouse managers, Mr. and
afterthought."
Specifically in charge of the
physical plant are the
Townhouse managers, Mr.and
Mrs. Joseph Maley. The Maleys
have been at the Townhouse,
formerly Pershing Townhouse,
for a year and a half before UOP
bought it. Having weathered the
transition to a student
community,
Mrs.
Maley
exclaims enthusiastically, "It's
beautiful! There aren't as many
headaches with students as with
couples with children."
The Maleys have also run into
problems in preparing the
Townhouse for student use.
They are eagerly looking
forward to the slated
improvements and hope that
individual problems can be
remedied quickly. "There's just
not enough manpower to get
everything done at once," says
Mr. Maley, "because of that,
we're behind".
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOQ

COPY QUICK
OFFSET PRINTING

Break The
Price Barrier
en
Invitations, Handbills
Posters & Photo Copies
Phone 466-1446
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when it was over
it felt fikeadream

Last Spring the People's Alliance for Peace was the most ex
tensive political involvement of students UOPhad witnessed. At
one time it numbered around 400 workers with academic amnesty
in one term or another. That lasted until dead week. The threat of
oncoming final examinations proved sufficient to drive most all of
those 400 back to their books. Most have yet to return. At its zenith
PAP seemed to be both larger and smaller than its potential; per
haps that is the reason it no longer exists in its former proportions.
PAP was not the best-organized of movements. Lack of organi
zation sometimes meant that volunteers would be told no one need
ed their help while someone at the other end of the office wanted to
expand a program. It would mean that projects would wither for
lack of support while people on amnesty would sit in their
rooms waiting for the phone call which never came. In short, lack
of genuine organization meant waste, frustration and alientation
from both PAP and its objectives.
In all fairness it should be pointed out that PAP did have an or
ganization structure. There were people in charge of things and
there was one person in charge of almost everything, which is in; deed interesting. PAP adopted the sort of pyramidal organizational
! structure common to most administrative bodies. The alliance, like
many governmental bodies, attempted to narrow power and respon
sibility ultimately to one person. Their choice was logical. Indeed,
it is doubtful that it could have been different. For the type of struc
ture PAP established, however, the leadership was incapable.
It is difficult to keep volunteer workers interested in an organi
zation when is leadership is becoming bored. When the organization
is designed to take guidance from positions of high status the pro
blem is compounded. When those leaders decide to take vacations,
the organization becomes almost comedic. In this pyramid direc
tion flows from the top, rather like an inverted funnel. Stop the flow
of task-oriented direction and the tasks become substantially less
important. "I mean, sure there was (and is) a war to stop, but I've
done enough for a couple of weeks. I, need a rest." Sure.
To indict PAP for poor organization is only to indicate its most
obvious weakness. It is also to ignore PAP's main strength— in
volvement. For the first time since coming to Pacific we saw more
people become active than a movement could handle. PAP became
part of the university governance structure in a week—it has taken
PSA almost 120 years to reach the same level. PAP proved to the
Pacific student that It Can Happen Here—that he can take part in
governing his own life.
This is where PAP surpassed other movements at this school. It
represented sufficiently strong student sentiment to win admini
strative acceptance and co-operation. PSA has always been too
established to do that. The PSA president—whether he fits the image
or not—is a traditionally impotent figure. The Senate—whether
informed or not—is traditionally ignorant. This year it seems tra
dition has been twice thwarted. As with PAP, though time will tell.
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Faculty Governance Structure Offers
Students a Role in Pacific
by Bill Mendelson
For years, and especially
today, the question is being
asked: do students have the
right to formulate and decide
upon educational policies and
issues which will directly and
intimately effect their lives?
The answer by many
administrators and faculty,
including some on this campus,
is that students lack the ability
to make important decisions,
that they are better seen and not
heard, and that they should
therefore be completely barred
from the decision-making
process.
There are, however, some

- Bob Greenstreet

people on this campus
(including myself) who feel that
students not only have the right
to be involved in making the
decisions which affect their
lives, but, indeed, have an
obligation obligation to become
involved in
making those
decisions. Admittedly, not all
students feel that obligation.
Not all students feel that
naving a hand in directing their
own education and shaping their
own future is worth a little
thought and a little time. Not all
students feel that they should
know or care about nearly
fifteen million dollars per year
(the amount contributed to the
general university budget of
nineteen million per year by
stiidents through tuition and
fees alone).
Faculty Governance
One would naturally assume
that for students who wished to
be active in formulating
University policy the first step
would be through involvement in
the governmental structure of
the Pacific Student Association;
that surely in any institution
supposedly so committed to
serving students and
their
educational needs, the leading
student organization would play
a vital and important role.
Such, unfortunately, is not the
case at dear ol' Pacific. The
PSAis still lost in the morass of
the 1940's and 1950's, and doesn't
even have the guts to take
over the formulation of their
own codes of behavior.
Ironically, for the student who
wishes to have a voice in the
direction of this University and
his own education, he must turn
to and enter in the faculty
governance structure.
Student Reps
Three years ago, a number of
faculty members sat down and

and the hits just keep on comi%...
To the Editor:
Is it possible that, within an
institution of higher education
like Pacific, where the
development of the mind and
pedagogical spirit come first,
the external appearance of the
individual is valued more highly
than his qualifications by some
professor?
I came to that conclusion
when
Mr.
Yusuke
Kawarabayashi, head of the
language laboratory, told me
that ^long
sideburns,
moustaches, and be&rds were
not approved by most of the
faculty members, and
consequently it was a
requirement for me to shave
them off in order to be eligible
for a job in his department. My
capabilities did not count, only
the way I looked.
I have to point out that I
started applying for this job
during the last Spring semester,
and I was told by Mr.
Kawarabayashi to come back at

the beginning of this Fall for his
last word. However, I was
turned down because of my
sideburns and moustache. My
hair barely reaches my collar; I
keep it clean and comb it.
Jorge A. Verdi
Covell College
Jorge is one of 25 students who
applied for four positions open
in Kawarabayashi'a depart
ment. While he admits that
appearance is a determinant in
hiring, Kawarabayashi says "I
have nothing against people
with long hair; that is their
priviledge." He also says "it
is my priviledge to keep my
surroundings the way I want
them."
The indication from a
telephone interview is that
Kawarabayashi does indeed
dislike long hair. His criteria for
employment seem more
concerned with appearance and
social acceptability than
aptitude or potential. — ed.

Dear Sir:
The
Black
Panther
performance
at
the
Conservatory last Wednesday
night was a curious mixture of
pathos, bathos, and boresville.
Bumbling and stupid police
overreaction to Panther
militancy in recent weeks has
given the Panthers an
understandable
persecution
complex, but the crowd control
preliminaries used by the
Panthers and the BSU seemed a
bit overdone., to say the least.
Was it worth the trouble to
frisk everyone from press-agent
to President? Was it really
necessary to close and lock
every window in the stiflingly
hot and smelly place? To seal
off the doors and to station two
or three dozen guards at
strategic points throughout the
auditorium? To secure the
stage by chaining a police dog in
the wings and by posting an
eagle-eyed Pantheress in a
trench coat with an intimidating
bulge beside the speaker's
podium?

Were would-be assassins
really lurking in the shadows or
was the whole thing an
enormous put-on to add
excitement to an otherwise dull
event? If this was intended as a
McLuhanite demonstration of
police state tactics I got the
message, but it seems rather
paradoxical to use fascist
technique in order to make a
case against the alleged Fascist
Establishment in America.

hammered out a structure of
self-governance. It included
various bodies designed ' to
determine policy for most
aspects of the university
(although our kindly fatherfigure in the Great White Tower
still has the last word on what
happens). This effort at
organization took place
primarily on the all-university
level, though it did compel some
of the schools and colleges to get
on the ball and do their own
organizing.
At present, there exists a
multi-layered governance
structure within the university,
starting on the level of
individual schools and colleges,
progressing to all-university
faculty bodies, and ending in the
Executive Policy Committee, or
in other words, with the
administrators. Some of these
groups envisioned students
sitting as regular members
from the start (i.e.- on the
Raymond and Callison
councils); and thanks to the
efforts of a small group of
students, student representation
was extended to virtually every
faculty body during l'68-69 (this
holds true at the university
level,although it may not at all
lower levels).
Restructuring
This structure was designed in
such a manner that a realistic
student government structure
and a concerned student body
would be afforded the
opportunity to involve
themselves in the totality of the
educational issues facing us all.
Again,
thanks
to
some
intransient
PSA
officials
and the conservatism of a
minority of students, this dovtailing has never occurred.
While it is true that the PSA
President makes most of the
appointments of students to
faculty committees, he does so
despite the fact that many are
required to be chosen by
election. It should further be
noted that the PSA Senate has
failed, often, in confirming
responsible people, or in
removing irresponsible ones, or
of gathering the material
garnered
from
these
repr^entatives into some
logical order. Fortunately
for the student, the faculty
governance structure remains
alive, active and vital, and more
importantly open, open to all
students,
and
the
only
requirement for one to be heard
is interest.
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HSP

LEAH'S INN
SHOPPE

San

STOCKTON'S FIRST
WOMEN'S BOUTIQUE
Swain

J

10% OFF

Pacific

EFranciscc
Mime
Troupe

with this ad or P.S.A. Card

Bowl
2nd To 8th of October Only

HANDCRAFTER EARRINGS
HANDCRAFTED LEATHER

I

IMPORTED DRESSES

I

and more, much more.
MasterCharge

708 W. Swain Rd.

B.of A.

WANT TO keep up with your French?
Le Cerde Francois invites you to join
an at-home evening of conversation.
'A La Francaise—for information call

'

The Anderson Y Cinema....
Tonight, Saturday and Sunday,
"IF", shown at 6:30 and 9:00,
price 75 cents.

WANTED-SKIIS

946-2225 or 477-6207.

Oct. 8

CHEAP

KENT 12 string guitar lost Grace Covell
Hall, reward.

PH. 452-9681 JOHN

TYE DYE removed from wall at Counsel
ing Center, Cowell Health Center. Was
gift of former student. Please Return. No

JUCM-H M N WWW

mooi W IIIIII111

questions asked.

i

MIME...Presented by the UOP
Drama Dept, four short peices
written and directed by John
"Casserly. Tonight and Saturday
at 8 pm, all seats one dollar at
the Demarcus Brown Theatre.

T"

GRASS JAM...Sunday on West
Hall lawn, 1 till 4 pm, featuring
and "Evolution" and folk singer
Bob Crawford.

WINTERLAND...This Friday
and Saturday nights, the
Grateful Dead Jefferson
Airplane, Hot Tuna and The
New Riders of the Purple
Sage.
FILLMORE WEST...In San
Francisco features Eric Brudon
and War, plus Seals and Crofts,
and Clover. Tickets at the door
$3.50. The show runs until
Sunday.

and Fall '71 semesters. Spring
semesters circle the world from
Los Angeles, stopping in Asia and
Africa and ending in New York.
Fall semesters depart New York
for port stops in Europe, Africa
and Latin America, ending in
Los Angeles.
The world is there. The way to
show itto inquiring minds isthere.
And financial aid programs are
there, too. Send for our catalog
with the coupon below,
s.s. Ryndam isof Netherlands
registry.

WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
Director of Student Selection Services
Chapman College, Orange, Calif. 92666

SALVATION...The "Salvation
Rock Musical" is happening
every Friday and Saturday night
at 8 pm in the Crossroads
I"

1

First

Initial

"City

Name of School
Campus Address

$1.00 off on any large

oct. 6

combination PIZZA to any

Cinema

Street
State

"Zip"

Home Phone (

Street

Area Code
"City

State

Campus Phone (

Zip

_L

Area Code
Year In School

Approx. GPA on 4.0 Scale

Until
info should be sent to campus • home •
approx. date
I am interested in • Fall

shopping center in Sacramento.
Reportedly similar, but not
similar (?)
to "Hair." For
more info., zap radio KZAP-FM
---- --in Sacto; 444-2806.

UOP Student with PSA Card
or This Ad.
MON. TUES.

HOME INFORMATION

Home Address

PEPPERLAND...A new place
to go— "Pepperland" in San
Rafael. Will be carrying top
name groups, and is slightly
begger than the Fillmore;
Admission is $3.50. Location—
737 E Francisco Blvd., San
Rafael. The Mothers of
Invention and Tim Buckley
played last weekend, but no
news for this weekend.

PITCHERS OF BEER

8:30

Mr.
Miss
Mrs.
Last Name

SAN FRANCISCO MIME
TROUPE...Wednesday, October
the 8th, at 12 noon, in front of the
Anderson y lawn. This event is
sponsored by the Anderson Y
and the university speakers
program. Admission is free.

IN SACRAMENTO?

Please send your catalog and any other material I need to have.

1970-71 SCHOOL INFORMATION

.Special
premier
showing Tuesday, October the
6th at 8 pm, in the Cinema
Theatre in Sherman Plaza. The
film shot exclusively in the
Stockton area and mostly at
UOP has been booked through
the efforts of the PSA and the
greater Stockton Chamber of
Commerce. Tickets may be
obtained at the PSA office for
$2.50. All proceeds to be given to
charity. Only 928 seats will be
available and all sales will be on
a first come, first reserve basis.
A sell-out crowd is expected.

RPM..

IN sn

One college does more
than broaden horizons.lt
sails to them,and beyond.
Now there's a way for you to
know the world around you
first-hand. A way to see the
things you've read
about, and study
as you go. The
way is a college
that uses the
Parthenon as a
classroom for
a lecture on Greece, and illustrates
Hong Kong's floating societies
with a ride on a harbor sampan.
, Chapman College's World
Campus Afloat enrolls two groups
of 500 students every year and
opens up the world for them. Your
campus isthes.s. Ryndam,
equipped with modern educational
facilities and a fine faculty. You
have a complete study curriculum
as you go. And earn a fullyaccredited semesterwhileatsea.
Chapman College is now
accepting enrollments for Spring

THE BASEMENT COFFEE
HOUSE
Open tonight
and Saturday 8 am to 2 pm,
featuring mellow music
and food, at the basement of
John Ballantyne.

Theater

& WED.

ONLY.

DINO'S
Across from Bruner's
Next to the Hide-A-Way on
Hammer Lane

Spring • 19

OPEN 11 A.M.—11 P.M.

• I would like to talk to a representative of WORLD
CAMPUS AFLOAT
wcA.,

toonadon_ $250

477-7727
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Requiem for a Revolution ...I

by Bob Keeney
Where: Stockton Theatre. 1825
Pacific Avenue (2 blocks from
Harding)
When: 7:15 and 9:40, Saturday
and Sunday 2, 4:40, 7:15 and
9:40.
Rating:
4 MOONS
This film deserved to be
named the best foreign film of
the year. It is one of the most
exciting films I have ever seen
and it is almost impossible to sit
through the entire film without
becoming completely immersed
in it. However, there is much
more to this film than the
excitement of the plot. Z is very
relevant to what is happening in
the world today. The message of
the film is not presented very
subtely. It is pounded into you
almost as hard as the message
of Easy Rider.
Z is mainly concerned with
events preceeding this
revolution. Greece is pictured
as a country torn in opposition:
the Liberals are supported by
students, professionals and
pacifists and the right wing
extremists, who are actively
supported by the national police.
The government, although
leaning to the right, is in the
middle and feels threatened by
both sides.
The plot revolves around a
meeting which the pacifist
group had scheduled. After
getting kicked out of the hall
they had originally rented, they
were forced to hold their
meeting in a very small hall and
had to install loudspeakers
outside so the crowd could hear
the principle speaker, portrayed
by Yves Montand. He was a
former physician,, a deputy in
the opposition party, had an

irreproachable record,
was
personable, and was rapidly
developing into the symbol of
the "opposition".
As he was leaving from his
speech he was clubbed to the
ground and he subsequently
died. The rest of the film
revolves around an honest
judge's efforts to uncover the
facts about what appeared to be
an accident (at least by official
explanation). As the judge
becomes more involved in the
case, discrepancies appear
which make the official case
become more unbelievable.
The judge, played by Jean
Louis Trintignant, is also forced
by various pressures to quit the
case, which threatens to erupt
into a major scandal. However,
Z is the first film which

intelligently portrays the
struggle between the left and far
right which is occurring in many
he presses on and finally indicts
the ranking members of the
national police and their goons,
who beat up the opposition and
performed the assassination.
This topples the government and
it is certain that the opposition
will win the upcoming elections.
However, the movie ends on a
depressing note when a military
junta seizes control of the
government and turns every
thing around.
The photography throughout
out the film is excellent. There
is an unusually discriminate use
of flashbacks and the mob
scenes are outstanding. The
acting is quite believable and
the whole movie was so realistic
that it was scary.

countries toaay. It is a profound
statement about the dangers of
facism. It demonstrates that
patriotism is just a mask behind
which fascists hide blaming
everything on the communists.
Yet their goals, seizing power
and stifling freedom in the name
of God, and country, are as
selfish as those which they ac
cuse the communists of setting.

It is obvious that this movie is
relevant in an America in which
hate-mongers (Agnew and
Wallace are particularly good
examples) are ) are rapidly
multiplying. However, the most
depresseing aspect of the movie
was the movie and its impli
cations; the people leaving the
theatre saying, "Thank God
this could never happen in
America."

"••••

Highest Rating!"
-N.Y. Daily News
Paramount Pictures
Presents
A Howard W Koch
-Alan Jay lemer
Production
Starring

Barbra
Streisand
Yves
Montand wm^

On A C/«
You Can See r°[
Based upon the Musical Ray
On A Clear Day You Can See Forever
Panavision' Technicolor" A Paramount Picture
• G' - All Ages Admitted General Audiences

7:15. 1.30
478-5065 *

SHERWOOD PLAZA
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One Flew East, One Flew West
by Susan

AIIUK

"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest", adapted by Dale
Wasserman from the novel by
Ken Kesey, is a play comparing
modern society to a huge
"Combine" which molds its
members into strict conformity.
The setting is an asylum and the
characters are supposedly
insane.
The mastermind of the
perfectly planned and controlled
"loony bin", a miniature world,
is Miss Ratched, better known
as Big Nurse. Big Nurse (Jo De
Winter) is a terrifyingly
powerful authoritarian figure
who views the activities of the
asylum from her push
button
sired,
electricallypowered glass booth. Meanwhile
the clock, which Big Nurse

slows down or speeds up to
fit the schedule, ticks away the
lives of the Chronics (curably
insane) and the Acutes
(hopelessly insane).
The lives of the "loonies"
have been thoroughly
mechanized by the time a
boisterous, fun-loving gambling
man enters the "institute of
psychology". Randle P.
McMurphy
(Paul
Jenkins)
swaggers onto the scene
equipped with a deck of cards
displaying 52 sexual positions
and ready to break every rule.
Upon arriving, McMurphy
starts a full-fledged war with
Big Nurse and proceeds to take
bets on the outcome. It is a
bitter clash, but McMurphy
scores victorious in the battle
i of sneaking women into the

The only 150 hamburger
in town...
is here
to stay!
Some of you got the idea Red Top's new 15c hamburger was just a
temporary offer. A Super Special. Not on your life. It s here to stay
the same meaty all-beef burger topped with Red Top's own tangy
Western sauce. And on a full 3V2-inch bun. All for 15 cents. All the
time. So come and get 'em.

SSL BID TOP

150 EACH...OR SEVEN FOR $1.00
1612
Pacific Ave.

!»••••% 4aV

Ask the Red Top manager for your

FREE ROBBERS CLUB CARD
YOUR TICKET TO ONE FREE FOOD ITEM A MONTH

asylum, bringing democracy to
the ward by voting for afternoon
television, and by ripping off
the front of Big Nurse's
starched uniform, proving she
really is a vulnerable woman.
However, our hero cannot win.
Wasserman says that our most
creative and courageous people
are destroyed by society. In this
case, BigNurse orders a frontal
lobodomy on McMurphy— an
operation which puts a fast and
complete halt to his unruly
pranks and any possible
productivity. Wasserman says
that if the world were in the
hands of the supposedly insane,
the orderly and manipulated
scheme of life would be
transformed into a more
exciting and vital existance.
Paul
Jenkins,
as
representative of the "strong "
of our society, was a
dissappointingly weak char
acter. In trying to look casual
and carefree, he came across as
indifferent. His acting at times
gave the impression that cue
cards were flashing in front of
his face.
Two excellent performances
were Dale Harding (Drew L.
Eshelman) and Billy Bibbit
(Lawrie Driscoll). Harding, a
scared "fairy", would hide his
jumpy and fragile "rabbithood" by pulling up the defenses
of a haughty intellectual. One of
Hardin's most memorable
moments was when he stood
perched on a hospital chair and
proposed a toast to "the psychoor crack-pots of
ceramics,
America."
Lawrie Driscoll gave a gifted
portrayal of Billy Bibbit, a timid
and suicidal boy whose
stuttering began wth the word
"mama".
If one can overlook the less
than perfect performances of
the two main characters, the
play is definitely a masterpiece.
In "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest", Wasserman wants the
audience to observe and feel the
sickness in our society. He
drives his point deep when the
audience catches itself laughing
at tragedy.

DALE WASSERMANS

"ONE FLEW OVER
THE.
CUCKOO S NEST"
FROM THE BOOK BY KEN KESEY

"Outtasight. I'm amazed."
Ken Kesey

at Little Fox Theatre 6/12/70

"The best stage production

I've seen in years."

Herb Caen S.F. Chronicle
STUDENT DISCOUNT: S1.00 OFF.
STUDENT RUSH: 1/2 PRICE.
(15 MINUTES BEFORE CURTAIN)
The Little Fox Theatre,533 Pecilic. San Franciaco
Box Other Phone: (415) 434 4738

MMLUS
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Odd Couple at 7:30
Barefoot at 9:25

321 YOKUT AVE., 477-9325
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"Well, the free introductory
lesson hooked me into it. But
boy was I glad when the re
sults started showing. My
grades are higher, I can read
a novel in two hours and I
remember what I read now,
even author's names!"

Nena Snow

"Yes, my speed did in
crease, but so did my reten
tion, my comprehension and,
above all in a noisy dorm
atmosphere, my concentra
tion!"

Casimir A. Wilson

"I think Reading Dynamics is
analogous to seeing a pic
ture as a whole rather than
as patches of color. That our
public schools teach us to
read word by word seems
rather weak support for the
conclusion that this is the
only or even the most effi
cient way to read."
Ronald F. Baireuther

"The primary reason for my
taking the Evelyn Woods'
Reading Dynamics course
was to improve my technical
reading. The results far sur
passed my expectations. I
increased my reading speed
nine-fold and maintained my
comprehension at 85%."

"Well, not only did my actual
reading speed increase — it
tripled in fact — but also I
developed a whole new way
of approaching study mate
rial. I'd say I'm a much bet
ter student now."

"Reading Dynamics has revo
lutionized my study and
leisure time schedule. I can
now read all of my assign
ments and supplementary
texts in depth — and I still
have ample time for pleas
ure reading."

Alan Hall

Lance Robbins

"My main worry was that I
would only be able to read
certain things faster, but I
found the Evelyn Wood
method actually works with
technical reading as well as
fiction. And with my major,
it's a good thing."

"I've found dynamic reading
to be a valuable asset in
researching and organizing
material of a semi-technical
nature as well as an aid in
keeping abreast of current
day developments."

William Glass

Sandra Poysa

"Not only was my first year
in law school bearable, but
I had plenty of free time to
participate in all of the
activities in which i am
interested, due to...Evelyn
Wood."

"I worked pretty hard at it,
but it was worth it. The Eve
lyn Wood reading course has
helped my grades, my enjoy
ment of reading and I think
it's given me confidence in
my abilities as a student."

TODAY AT 4:30 & 8:00 P.M.
SATURDAY AT 10:00 A.M.
Stockton

Harold Taft

David J. Samuelson

You'll Increase Your Reading Speed On-The-Spot!

Highway 99 & East Waterloo

"In my field, keeping up is
an absolute must. As a
model and teacher at Miss
Lorraine's Model School
there is a lot to keep up with
so I feel the Evelyn Wood
Reading course is a great
help."

"I feel that the drill in the
course helped me tremen
dously. Even if I didn't in
crease my reading speed
and comprehension three
times the drills will be very
effective in the future. You
learn more than just reading
fast, you learn how to pick
out different reading mate
rials."

Come to Your Free Speed Reading Lesson.

STOCKTON INN

Kirsten Mott

Mark Watts

Reading should be like watching a movie. It should
move fast, be engrossing, enjoyable and easy. Its pace
should approximate reality. Reading should be—in a
word—dynamic.
And to over 450,000 people, reading is dynamic.
These easy readers are Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
graduates. In 8 short weeks, they mastered the technique
of reading dynamically and recall. They now read an
average novel in 2 hours, finish off textbook assignments
at 50-75 pages an hour, and read a newspaper in a mat
ter of minutes.
How did they discover this course? Maybe it was
because President Kennedy invited Evelyn Wood to the
White House to train his top level personnel. Or perhaps
they simply read an ad like this one and attended a free
lesson.

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute
2118 Milvia Street #206, Berkeley, California 94704
• Please send descriptive folder
• Please send registration forms and schedules
I understand I am under no obligation.
NAME

_____

STREET,
CITY

-STATE-

ZIP

-PHONE.
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Tiger Defense Gains Hid Win

by Alonzo Karr
Quarterback John Read threw
a 65-yard touchdown pass to
flankerback Roger Coleman in
the final 3 minutes to give the
Pacific Tigers come-frombehind victory over the
University of Idaho Vandals,
Saturday. 10,000 fans witnessed
the 17-10 UOP win.
The Tigers defense kept the
score within the range of
Pacific's sputtering offense.
Only in the first quarter when
Idaho's halfback Fred Riley
zipped 68 yards for a touchdown
on an off tackle trap play, did
the defense falter.
UOP stopped Idaho passer
Steve Olsen with two
completions out of 15 attempts
for a mere 16 yards. Because he
had so little time, Idaho
receivers only gained 67 yards.
The Tiger front four repeatedly
forced Olson out of the pocket to
throw wildly. Olson was dropped
six times— three by defensive

Soccer Team
Faces USF
After marching through their
first victory, a 6-0 win over
Fresno State College, the
University of the Pacific soccer
team faces a much more
challenging
adversary.
Tomorrow at noon, the Soccer
squad faces the University of
San Francisco, currently ranked
second in the nation. The game
will be played on Knowles Field.
Last Saturday, in their first
match of 1970, the team
outlasted and outplayed the
Fresno State team, as they were
led by the UOP Athlete of the
week, Gustavo Wilson, who
scored three goals.
Sports Schedule For This Week
Oct. 2-3.. .Water Polo Humboldt
State Invit
Away
Oct. 3.. .Football Fresno State.
Away
Oct 3...Soccer Univ. of San
Francisco.. .Horrte
Oct 3...Cross-Country Tahoe
Invitational.. .Away.

Women's Swim Team
The Women's swim team at
UOP has started its workouts.
The workouts are scheduled
daily at 2 p.m. Any girls
interested in joining the team
should see Mis Meyer.
•vuwwvvwwvvwwvvvws
NEW SANTANA
NEW BYRDS
& OTHERS
RECORDS & TAPES
at discount

prices
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12363 Pacific Ave.
Corner of Castle
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end Glen Boehme and twice by
Don Gordon.
In the final quarter, the Tigers
trailed 10-7. In poor field
position, they tried to pass. A
Read pass was picked off by an
Idaho defender on the Pacific 33
and returned six yards where he
was greeted by Tom Dixon.
Roger Coleman recovered the
fumble.
Two plays later the Tigers
faced a third down and
made the play of the game.
Read passed to Coleman, who
got behind two Vandal defenders
and ran alone for a 65yard scoring play. Later Mark
Pash kicked a 33-year field goal
with 1:07 remaining to finalize
the game.
The Tiger defensive
secondary played a fine game.
Idaho's receivers were fairly
slow, so quaterbacks Art White
and Mike Barr were able to use
bump and run techniques all

evening. The pass defense was
so effective Idaho totalled only 7
receptions, good for 67 yards.
The defense has not allowed a
passing touchdown this season.
Read completed 17 out of 38
passes for 271 yards and two
touchdowns. For his outstanding
offensive play, Read was named
PCAA offensive player of the
week and All Northern
California Offensive player of
the week. His three game
totals show him hitting 56 of
121 passes for 670 yards and five
touchdowns.
Pacific continues its road
schedule with a league game
against the Fresno State
Bulldogs
Saturday,
The
Bulldogs have not lost to UOP
since 1961 (in Fresno).
Tickets for the Fresno game
will be available at the Student
Will Call booth at Radcliffe
Stadium for $1.00 and proof of
registration. The game starts at
8 PM.

Sophisticated Skiers
NEED THE
FINEST
EQUIPMENT
we've got it at

jC village sports
OPEN MON DAY THROUGH FRIDAY 10 A.M.-9 P.M. — SATURDAY 9-5
299 LINCOLN CENTER

PHONE 478-5615

Mermen40 % on Season
by Jim McCartney
The UOP water polo team
began
the
season
in
unspectacular fashion losing
four of the first six games. The
Tigers lost the first game, a
league contest, to Long Beach
State 12-5. Long Beach jumped
ahead 3-0 and maintained a twogoal lead throughout the game.
In the second half they pushed
the score to 6-2 and were never
challenged.
UOP then beat La State 162, and evened their
league
record at 1-1.
Pacific lost a close game to
the Air Force Academy, 5-4.
UOP took a 2-0 lead, was tied 2-2
at the half, and then failed to
capitalize on opportunities in
the second half. Two penalty
shots were missed, a goal was
called back, and Pacific missed
a chance to tie the game when a
last-second shot hit the top of
the goal and bounced harmlessly
away.
UOP lost another close game
to Cal Poly at Pomona 5-4.
Pacific lead 2-0 at the half, then
appeared to let down in the
second half. Cal Poly won when
a soft looping shot found its way
into the goal with less than a
minute to play. Again the Tigers

missed a last second shot. UOP
also lost its next game to San
Diego State 9-6.
According to Coach Bill Rose,
"We should have won every
game except for the first one.
We were ahead by two goals in
all the games but we lost
momentum." Rose mentioned
Bill Archibald and Jeff Lapierre
as outstanding players in the
first six games.
On September 23 Pacific
travelled to Sacramento to
battle Sac State and won easily
11-4. The game was never in
doubt as the Tigers led at one
time 8-0. Rob Wooten scored
four goals in that game.
Over the weekend Pacific
beat Redlands 19-3 and lost to
San Diego State 5-4.

HARRIERS
DROP TWO

UOP's Cross-Country was
defeated twice by Cal State
Hayward and Fresno State. The
meet was held here on a 5.8 mile
course. Mark Gardner placed
5th followed by Alan Gogna, 8th,
George Thompson, 12th, Frank
DeRuyter 14th, Ralph Haenden
and Kirk Maness for UOP.
Although UOP was defeated
IntramuralSf Clubs twice, Coach Precell has
confidence the Harriers will be
very hard to defeat in the cross
Begin Activities country
meets to come since the
two teams which UOP ran
against had been practicing
The recreational activities at from the month of August. The
UOP have started their gears next Cross-Country meet will be
turning with various programs. held Saturday here at 11:00 AM.
One of these activities happens You are invited to come out and
to be the Intramural Program support your team.
for Men. Most dorms should
have football teams signed up
and be practicing for their
games to be played in either B
or C divisions.
There are also various clubs
such as soccer, bowling,
volleyball, karate and judo.
Information about these clubs
and recreational activities and
HAMMER LANE
hours can be answered by
AT LOWER SACTO. RD.
contacting either Miss Meyer or
PH. 478-3736
Mr. Isaak at the UOP gym.

RODDY AUTO
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THE GREAT ESCAPE
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by Larry Seidman
The Fillmore West, the
Family Dog, Sacramento, San
Francisco, Lake Tahoe, Big Sur
and Lodi, all these places have
one thing in common. All are
viable alternatives for things to
do to get the hell out of Stockton
on weekends.
Have you ever notices the
huge traffic jam by the Tower
on Fridays and Saturday
mornings? Students are not
cruising the avenue just to
cruise Stockton. They are
cruising to get away from the
ave., to get away from what one
student called "Boredom
Disease". This disease is now
raging in epidemic proportions
at Pacific. I must admit last
weekend I came down with a
severe case of the bordom
disease. The disease affects

students various ways from
week to week. The result of my
illness was a sudden urge to go
camping and I did...driving all
the way to to Big Sur for what I
hoped would be the cure.... it
was.
Big Sur
Now that it is October, the
camping season is coming to a
quick close. There are only a
few weekends left of warm
weather and I suggest that if you
do become ill with the "B"
disease that Big Sur country is a
fast and sure way to put you
back on the road of recovery.
Big Sur, for all nonCalifornians is shown on any
road map as a tiny circle on
State Highway One (the Cabrillo
Highway), this tiny spot of land
extends for about forty miles
and has an unsurpassed scenic

however, a little on the itchy
side. The bugs are very loving
creature... when I awoke I
Found many of them had kissed
me to show their affection by
leaving little but cute red marks
up and down my arms and legs.
When camping out, be prepared
to sleep on the ground.. .1 found
it a little hard
When I went down there I
Pfeiffer, Big Sur State Park,
stayed at Post's Campground,
is open all year around..and
which was just out of sight.
campsites are available on a
There were all sorts of long, tall
reservation—first come first
green things around the camp
served basis. When driving
area, I think they are called through this state park I was
trees. I could not understand cured of BD, if only for the time
why there was not electric stove being. Knowing full well I was
around or anything that not at Dad's Point or Victory
resembles a bed. I found myself
Park. If you are interested in
surrounded by vegetation and swimming, just up the coast at
little, but very mean-looking Carmel, there is a beautiful
insects. I made a lot of new beach to get a few rays. It is
friends and I found the bugs only about twenty minutes away
really pretty good company, from Big Sur.
combination of mountains and
sea. The beauty of this area
really defies description... it's
truly one of
nature's
masterpieces. There are
numerous camp grounds along
the highway which charge three
dollars for a campsite
overnight.

Well, enough about B
Sur...Just remember, if you like|
natural beauty, go there.
The entertainment staff this!
year and in the coming months!
will be telling you about all the!
great and wonderful things!
there are to do in Stockton. In thel
coming weeks -we will have!
articles and reviews on thel
Pizza pubs in town, the barl
scene, the bowling alley, and al
submarine watcher's guide.l
Plus, in the rare case thatl
nothing is happening inl
Stockton, we will cover newsl
about up and coming concerts,!
plays and just plain happenings!
within a hundred mile radius of I
Stockton. We do all this fori
you the reader of Pacificanl
with the expressed hope thatl
someday soon Stockton will I
wake up and find itself in San|
Francisco.

